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I had a lovely conversation with one of our newest IFSG Members, Julie 

Schuster.  Charming, gracious and passionate about design and the subtle 

energies of our home, Julie is the quintessential 7 Metal! 

 

Q:  Please share a bit about how you became interested in Feng Shui. 
A:  Julie's path to Feng Shui was "bashert", a Yiddish word for a 

convergence of events that feel predestined or fated to put you on the right path.  She was 

already trained as an Interior Designer and saw a "random" job posting for the Susan G. 

Komen Breast Cancer Design House for charity.  She was hired and shortly thereafter 

was diagnosed with breast cancer.  Julie was surrounded by the perfect support system at 

the Design House and a friend that sparked her interest in Feng Shui as part of the health 

recovery and healing process. 

 

Q:  What do you feel makes your approach to Feng Shui unique? 
A:  As a trained Designer, Julie incorporates the methodologies of Feng Shui and Design, 

rather than treating them as separate entities.  She says, "Good Feng Shui is just good 

design!" (LOVE it!) 

 

Q:  Do you have a life motto or inspirational thought to share with the Posse? 
A: "Love is the answer.  Kindness is the key." After her cancer journey, she has learned 

to let go of anxiety and negative energy. Julie lives by the motto, "Pay it Forward" as a 

way to cultivate her own uplifting Chi.  



 

Q: Do you have any exciting projects or fun news to share? 
A:  Julie is incredibly excited about her Red Ribbon status in the IFSG (yay!).  2014 will 

be her year to start blogging and she will be sharing a big reveal/client makeover on her 

website soon! 

 

Wishing Julie great success & more happy coincidences! 


